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Steel Frames

THE FRAME PROGRAMME FOR YOUR HOTEL
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All BOS steel frames are also available in larger dimensions. They are manufactured from steel or stainless steel and provided 
with a choice of powder coating finishes, including an anti-bacterial option. The frames fulfill requirements for fire, smoke 
and sound protection when combined with many certified door leaves from reputable manufacturers. The corresponding 
characteristics can be found next to each solution.

Join us over the next few pages on our hotel round-tour.
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 Smoke protection
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 Integrated technology

 Vision impairment 
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SUSTAINABLE BUILDING
BOS Best Of Steel combines frame design with sustainable building.  
BOS steel frames in various designs that have been evaluated according 
to LEED and DGNB criteria can be found on the service platform
www.building-material-scout.com.

DESIGN · FUNCTION · EFFICIENCY

STEEL FRAME SPECIALISTS SINCE 1967
Awarded for excellent design and manufactured with the know-how of 50 years: Steel frames for doors and windows 
from the market leader BOS Best Of Steel. Our name stands for consequent customer orientation, reliability and 
punctuality as well as maximum flexibility. That is why BOS is the market leader in Germany and leading in many 
other European countries.

Our quality promise: as a system supplier and problem solver we do our best to continue to improve our recognized 
high level of quality in all areas. Every one of our over 400 employees contribute decisively to our mutual success 
with their commitment and service to our customers  – every day.
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RECEPTION / LOBBY
SITUATION

The reception and lobby are the meeting points of a hotel. The guests should feel 
comfortable straight away and be able to find their way around. Representative 
solutions are required whereby aesthetics and design are of major importance. 
Technical components integrated in the door frame are an orientation aid for 
guests.
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SOLUTION
Sino frame
Sino frames are a timeless classic which 
make an exclusive and yet modest 
design of reception areas possible. 
Used in combination with concealed 
hinges, integrated door closers and 
flush door leaves, the element is 
virtually invisible (the architrave is 
only 4mm), matching the wall design 
perfectly.

SOLUTION
CasePlus LED
CasePlus LED is an eye catcher in any 
lobby. The possibilities for playing with 
light are manifold. Coloured lighting 
can also serve as an orientation guide, 
sign or visual highlight.
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CORRIDOR
SITUATION

Long hotel corridors with many doors provide a harmonious and uniform 
appearance when ideally designed. Discreetly modest or visually accentuated – 
according to the hotel ambience the guests are guided to their rooms via the 
corridor in an appealing atmosphere.
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SOLUTION
Planar soffit frame
The door and frame flush with the 
corridor wall – Planar soffit frame 
makes this possible even if the 
doors open into the room. In long 
hotel corridors with doors opening 
in different directions, a uniform and 
serene appearance can be achieved 
using the Planar soffit frame. Offsets 
along the wall due to projecting frames 
and doors are avoided.

SOLUTION
CasePlus Design
CasePlus Design provides every 
corridor with a visual highlight. The 
glass tiles can be backlit and the 
creative possibilities with light are 
many-faceted. The lighting serves as 
an orientation guide, sign or visual 
highlight. A fascinating possibility: the 
guest enters the corridor with his or 
her programmed key card. In this 
moment the CasePlus Design of the 
corresponding room lights up, offering 
immediate orientation in the search 
for the room. 
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ROOM
SITUATION

The guest enters via the room door new, unfamiliar surroundings waiting to be 
discovered. The door frame into this area is the first important design element. The 
combination of the door element and interior design makes it into a new experience.
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SOLUTION
Shadow groove frame
Frames with a shadow groove are 
timeless classics and represent puristic 
design. Depending on the installation 
situation or appearance, a choice of 
U, V or Z style shadow grooves can be 
made. In combination with concealed 
hinges, room entrance areas can be 
given an attractive but at the same 
time unobtrusive design. The shadow 
groove provides an unpretentious and 
flush transition from the frame to the 
wall.

SOLUTION
Sino frame
The modern and filigree Sino frame 
offers an unmistakeable visual 
appearance. The room entrance area 
can be exclusively and yet modestly 
designed. Used in combination with 
concealed hinges, integrated door 
closers and flush door leaves, the 
element is virtually invisible (the 
architrave is only 4mm), matching 
the wall design perfectly.
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SUITE
SITUATION

Luxury and high quality are standard in suites – this applies to the room entrance 
elements too. The sophisticated room control technology is integrated in the 
frame/door element, thus matching the elegant surroundings in a harmonious 
and tidy way.
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SOLUTION
CasePlus Front
CasePlus Front gives every suite a 
visual touch. The necessary technology 
such as control systems, plugs and 
switches can be housed within the 
function frontplate. Diverse lighting 
possibilities for corridor or orientation 
lighting can be integrated as well. The 
function frontplate can be individually 
colour designed.
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BATHROOM
SITUATION

The bathroom of today stands for more quality of life and experience. A comfortable 
atmosphere which encourages relaxation is required. The often cramped space 
conditions call for efficient, functional and aesthetic solutions which convey a 
feeling of spaciousness.
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SOLUTION
Duplex frame
By using a Duplex frame three rooms 
can be served with just one door 
element. The door leaf can be closed 
in two directions, an economical 
and innovative idea, for example to 
separate WC and bathroom areas. 

3 rooms – 1 frame – 1 door leaf.

SOLUTION
LineaCompact Sino
The sliding door frame LineaCompact 
Sino gives a spacious room feeling, 
particularly ideal where space is 
limited. By using a sliding door which 
runs into the wall, the space needed 
for opening an active leaf door is not 
required. The extremely narrow frame 
architrave provides an elegant and yet 
unobtrusive combination of function 
and design.
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CONFERENCE ROOM
SITUATION

A conference room is a place where the participants can work with concentration 
without distraction. Disruptive noise should not enter from outside, nor should the 
conversations in the room be heard from outside. Sound protection is of utmost 
priority. A visually appealing design as well as a guidance for the conference 
participants are of great importance.
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SOLUTION
Shadow groove frame with 
double rebate
Frames with shadow grooves in 
combination with concealed hinges 
are a timeless classic and represent 
puristic design. Depending on the 
installation situation or appearance, 
a choice of U, V or Z style shadow 
grooves can be made. The shadow 
groove provides an unpretentious and 
flush transition from the frame to the 
wall. The double rebate ensures a high 
level of sound protection.

SOLUTION
CasePlus LED
CasePlus LED is a particular eye 
catcher for a conference room. 
Various information for the guidance 
of guests can be communicated over 
the LED acrylic pane, which can be 
lit in white or coloured light. For 
example, the room is occupied (red) 
or free (green), different colours for 
breaks or drink requirements – the 
creative possibilities using light are 
manifold. The lighting can also serve 
as orientation guide, sign or visual 
highlight.
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WELLNESS / SPA
SITUATION

The wellness area offers an island of regeneration and relaxation. The high level 
of humidity present and the chlorinated environment require a material which is 
corrosion resistant and fully meets the panoply of hygiene requirements imposed. 
The demands on modern architecture and aesthetics are met using elegant 
surfaces.
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SOLUTION
Stainless steel frame with 
all-glass door
Stainless steel is ideally suitable for 
extreme conditions. By using an 
all-glass door a light and friendly 
atmosphere is created. Demands on 
design and function are optimally met.
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GASTRONOMY
SITUATION

In the restaurant, a matching room closure is a part of perfect furnishing. The 
connection to the lobby should be elegantly styled and the design perfectly 
attuned to the function.
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SOLUTION
Frame for 2 leaf door with 
LED lighting
This door frame is given a special 
´radiance` via the LED lighting set in 
the backbend. The 2 leaf door provides 
a wider clearance width so that 2 
people can pass at the same time.

SOLUTION
Sino frame with 2 leaf all-glass door
The Sino frame with just a 4mm 
architrave width is virtually invisible. 
This puristic highlight in combination 
with an all-glass door discreetly fades 
into the background whilst remaining 
distinctive. The 2 leaf door provides a 
wider clearance width and two people 
can pass at the same time.
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KITCHEN
SITUATION

Perfect teamwork in the kitchen contributes significantly to the satisfaction of the 
guests. The frame and door are frequently used and subjected to heavy strain. 
Efficiency and functionality are of great importance.
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SOLUTION
Stainless steel frame 
for a stainless steel sliding door 
running in front of the wall (2 leaf)
The 2 leaf door opens fast and provides 
a wider clearance width. The door runs 
in front of the wall and is not in the 
way in the room. Two employees can 
pass at the same time – comfortably 
and safely.

Stainless steel is ideally suitable for 
use in extreme conditions and has a 
noble appearance.

SOLUTION
Stainless steel frame for 
double acting door with porthole
A double acting door opens in both 
directions, which makes entering and 
leaving the kitchen with full hands 
easier. The porthole increases safety.

Stainless steel is ideally suitable for 
use in extreme conditions and has a 
noble appearance.
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ADMINISTRATION
SITUATION

In administration solutions are called for which are economic and representative 
at the same time. Sound protection and efficiency must be guaranteed.
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SOLUTION
Top-light frame with 
bottom-hung window
The glass top-light provides a light and 
friendly working environment and the 
bottom-hung window additional room 
ventilation.

SOLUTION
Side part frame with inner 
Venetian blind
The side part frame provides pleasant 
light conditions in the room. The width 
of the side part can be individually 
specified. The inner Venetian blind 
can be equipped with an automatic 
operator on request. It runs between 
the two panes of glass, thus remaining 
clean as no dust etc. can settle.
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RENOVATION
SITUATION

Renovation work done during operation has to take place quickly and reliably. 
New frames replace the old door frames and in a two part split design are simply 
and rapidly installed.
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The Duo 15Z is a two part split steel 
frame which is suitable for virtually 
all wall types. Via the hidden screws 
in the rebate, it has the appearance 
of a one part frame.

SOLUTION
Duo 15Z frame
The two part split frame for subsequent 
installation Duo 15Z offers the perfect 
solution. The Duo 15Z can be installed 
in the finished wall opening during 
the construction phase, in a finished 
room or even on top of the existing 
old frame.
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THE HOTEL ROOM DOOR 2.0
SITUATION

In the planning and construction of hotel room doors a careful coordination of 
components is required. All individual parts should match each other in the details. 
One person of contact for a complete solution means planning and cost security.
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ANOTHER SOLUTION
The Hotel Room Door 2.0 with 
shadow groove
The additional shadow groove ensures 
a flush transition from the frame to 
the wall.

SOLUTION
The Hotel Room Door 2.0
The Hotel Room Door 2.0 represents 
a complete system from one source: 
steel frame, fitting technology, door 
leaf, surface, fixing and electronic 
locking system are one tested unit. 
Four German brand manufacturers 
guarantee the perfect interaction of 
the components. As a two part split 
version, the installation of the Hotel 
Room Door 2.0 is also possible over 
the existing frame.
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RESEARCH PROJECT FUTUREHOTEL

The research project FutureHotel is designed under the direction of the Fraunhofer IAO as an innovation network 
in collaboration with key business partners. Within the framework of the project the central questions regarding 
hotels of the future are thought about in advance.

The report ´FutureHotel Basics` from the research project FutureHotel is the 
result of extensive research and based on the compilation and evaluation of 150 
relevant studies and literature sources regarding the subject hotels and tourism.

The study ´FutureHotel Small Medium – situation and perspective of individual 
hotel business in the 1-3 star segment in German speaking regions`, offers a 
sound base of information and data for hoteliers, planners and consultants to 
facilitate decision making, also in terms of sustainable development and to offer 
help in securing their own long-term competitiveness.

www.futurehotel.de

SCAN THE QR CODE ON THE RIGHT AND REQUEST THESE 
DOCUMENTS (IN GERMAN LANGUAGE) FREE OF CHARGE.
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USEFUL INFORMATION
Surfaces

STAINLESS STEEL: 
Premium Quality 
Mitre connection in the architrave 
and backbend continuously 
welded, brushed and polished

POWDER COAT FINISH
Silk gloss

STAINLESS STEEL: 
Top P Quality
Visible mitre

grinding pattern

grinding pattern

POWDER COATING 
ACCORDING TO RAL
Special colours on request
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USEFUL INFORMATION
Recommendations

Latch adjustment for perfect 
positioning of the lock area and 
for adjusting contact pressure 
(for frames with flush or rebated 
doors)

Protect stainless steel striking 
plate with latch adjustment to 
protect the latch entry area from 
wear and signs of use (for frames 
with flush or rebated doors)

Protect & Clean stainless steel 
striking plate for higher hygienic 
demands (for frames with flush or 
rebated doors)

Concealed hinge with 3D 
adjustment

Installation friendly levelling 
anchor for two part split Duo15Z 
frame

VX hinge for 3D adjustment

Automatic sliding door fittingsVision panels and bar handles Bacterial slide for increased 
hygiene control
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Window frame for single glazing 
(2 part split)

Window frame for central single 
glazing (2 part split)

Window frame for double glazing 
and blind (1 part)

Overhead door closerWall and corner cover profiles Integrated door closer

Wall connection shadow grooveWall connection PlanarWall connection Sino

USEFUL INFORMATION
Recommendations
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We are glad to be of assistance in finding the best possible solution from the wide range of versions, construction 
possibilities and individual designs.
BOS Best Of Steel with its solutions is represented in the following networks:

IDEENRÄUME GmbH – Hotel- und Objekteinrichtungen
Am Holzbach 17, D-48231 Warendorf
www.ideenraeume.com

IDEENRÄUME is an exhibition for exclusive hotel furnishings in the 4 to 5 star plus 
sector. Over 60 renowned exhibitors from all branches present here at the highest 
level – to experience and to touch. From the lobby across the lounge and bar area, 
through the reception right up to the guest rooms, no furnishing sector is missing.

Fraunhofer-inHaus-Zentrum  
Forsthausweg 1, D-47057 Duisburg 
www.inhaus.fraunhofer.de

The exhibition shows individual solutions for the fields healthcare, hospitals and hotels. 
E.g. CasePlus Design and CasePlus LED for the integration of electronic components, 
the Sino frame without an architrave, an ArtDeco shadow groove frame as well as 
integrated door closers and cable loops.

HDW Hotel&Design Werkstatt   
Gusswerk Objekt 6c, Söllheimerstraße 16, A-5020 Salzburg
www.hoteldesignwerkstatt.at 

The hotel for trying things out as a product showcase with 80 companies. A meeting 
place for architects, hoteliers and restaurateurs. Innovative solutions are on display, 
the Sino frame without an architrave, CasePlus Design for integrating electronic 
components, a block frame with integrated LED lighting in the headpiece as well as 
the soffit frame Planar.

BOS NETWORK

PANZERHALLE SALZBURG 
Siezenheimerstraße 39a-d, A-5020 Salzburg
www.panzerhalle.at 

The PANZERHALLE, once a garage for military vehicles, has been transformed into 
a multifunctional complex. It is a mixture of historical industrial construction and 
modern architecture which impresses with its visual axis, spectacular ceiling heights, 
brick walls and old wooden doors. Shadow groove frames, Sino frames without 
architraves and the system solution CasePlus Design can be seen in the show lofts 
as well as in the offices. 
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Quality – Made
in Germany 

GmbHDIN EN ISO 5000
1  OHSAS 45001

BOS INSPIRES

Our aim: we want enthusiastic customers...

The basis of our success:
 a perfect command of daily 

business
 always quick and reliable
 trustworthy cooperation
 quality in word and deed

Our managers
 have an ´ear` for their employees
 actively include employees in decision making
 have an ´eye` for strengths and weaknesses 

and a ´hand` for delegating
 are credible in their behaviour

... and enthusiastic architects.The success of 
our partners is decisive for our success.

Our employees
 communicate clearly
 are team orientated
 systematically inform
 actively take part in our daily 
 improvement process
 enjoy their work and their results

Enthusiastic
Customers

Enthusiastic
Employees

Enthusiastic
Managers

Quality Environment Safety Energy

Reg. No.: PZ-FP-042



ARCHITECT CONSULTING SERVICE

We are here for you!
The friendly team at BOS Architect Consulting Service can be reached at:

 +44 (0) 800 014 8985 (freephone)

 +49 (0) 2572 203 204

or by e-mail architekten@BestOfSteel.co.uk

Monday to Thursday | 8am to 5pm
Friday  | 8am to 3pm

We can offer you:
 Concept solutions for your project
 Complete system solutions for the door element
 Individual solutions for your requirements
 CAD drawings

We can advise you on the telephone, in person at 
our Technical Centre or at your site.

Visit our website at www.BestOfSteel.de

BOS GmbH Best Of Steel
Lütkenfelde 4
D - 48282 Emsdetten 

Tel.: +49 (0) 25 72 - 203 - 0
Fax: +49 (0) 25 72 - 203 - 109
E-Mail: info@BestOfSteel.de
www.BestOfSteel.de
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